Whether it’s a decorative tile or a coaster let’s have fun with fabric, textures, hot glue, and paint! It’s not a problem if you don’t have an actual tile; Ann will show you how to make a “tile” using cardboard. Almost any simple drawing may be used for the small artwork design. Watch Ann’s step by step Tile Coaster how-to video to learn how!

Be sure to post a photo of your tile on Instagram and Facebook with #stircrazyvam and #vamtilecoasters.

**SUGGESTED MATERIALS**
- One - 4 ¼” square ceramic tile OR make a “tile” using corrugated and smooth cardboard
- One piece of 100% cotton cut to at least a 5 ½” square (it will be painted so it doesn’t matter if it is a print or not). **Do not use a thick fabric**
- Hot glue gun and glue sticks (Work on a surface that can take the heat)
- Bits of fiber/texture materials such as tulle, mesh produce bags, burlap, lace, cheesecloth, string, window screen, mesh, drywall tape, etc...
- Gel medium or other strong glue
- Sharp scissors
- Gesso (may substitute black acrylic)
- Acrylic paint – plus at least one metallic
- Paint brushes
- Tweezers (optional)
- Pencil
- Freezer paper (same size as your fabric square)
- Hot dry iron and ironing surface
- Felt square for back - cut slightly smaller than the tile
- Small cabinet bumpers (optional)

**INSTRUCTIONS**
- For step by step instructions, watch https://youtu.be/Z02LiGpEluQ